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I. Introduction

Coupling impedance estimates for large accelerator/storage rings are

usually based on calculations or measurements assuming that the curvature of

the beam tube is negligible and that the ring structure can be treated by

imposing periodic boundary conditions. It was pointed out by Faltens and

Laslett that a smooth, curved beam tube may have high freqvency ring-

resonances with associated coupling impedance. A general formal treatment of

the problem was published by van Bladel. Recently, the curvature effect was

reexamiried in the context of SSC by Ng and RHIC by Ruggiero. * Although

different in detail, their treatments follow the Laslett approach using

perfectly toroidal, loss-less beam tubes with losses introduced as

perturbation.

In this note a different solution is obtained which takes into account

1) the co-presence of curved as well as straight beam tubes and 2) the

significant attenuation of the stainless-steel (i.e. high loss) beam tubes in

the straight sections. It is the opinion of this author that the problem

under consideration represents a case which was addressed by Behringer when

stating that "the solution of the field equations obtained by expansion in

terms of sets,of orthogonal modes breaks down if the losses become to great".

Wave propagation in curved beam tubes can in principle be treated by

using a cylindrical (for rectangular beam tube) or toroidal (for circular beam

tube) coordinate systems. A preferable method, discussed by Levin, is to

introduce an ad hoc coordinate system in which the curved guide axis replaces

the longitudinal coordinate of the straight tube. The solution is found as

series in ascending powers of the bend radius in which the zero-order term is

the solution for the straight guide.

Derivation of the complete solution is beyond the scope of a workshop

exercise but qualitatively correct results can be obtained without great
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effort for 1) the low-frequency coupling impedance due to space charge and 2)

the coupling impedance due to the induced TMg^-wave at very high frequencies.

II. Low-Frequency Z/n due to Space Charge

A transparent derivation of the longitudinal coupling impedance in a

straight loss-less bean tube due to space charge can be found in the paper by

Laclare, from where

7? [ ~^t?' °»v n b> { K l ( n a ) vnb) + Il(na) K°(fib)
with fl - n/R.7 and a,b the beam radius and beam tube radius respectively. This

expression is valid at a l l frequencies (or n), since u - j9cn/R. At low

frequencies one finds the well-known approximation

An inspection of this formula and its derivation suggests the interpretation

that the log-term stems from the dc capacity/unit length of cylindrical

coaxial tubes:

C-1 - ±- in *«. 2ne a

The capacity of a coaxial torus-capacitor has been shown by Waters to

be:

The low-frequency longitudinal coupling impedance of a curved circular beam

tube is therefore expected to be

which for large rings implies negligible change.
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Ill. Coupling Impedance Peaks Above Cue-Off

The expression for the space charge Z/n In a straight beam tube does not

change its character above the TMQ^ cut-off frequency of the beam tube,

with JQJ_ given by JQ^JOI^ " ®' t 0 w^^c^ corresponds the "free-space" mode

number

nco ' Joi R/b

(The TEJ_J_ mode has a lower cut-off but it gives no contribution to the

longitudinal Z/n.) At very high frequencies (n/nco »

n .. I a n
£>01

which decreases monotonically with frequency. This behavior is due to the

fact that the phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a straight beam

tube is always larger than c, and thus the particle velocity.

A curved waveguide, on the other hand, has propagating waves with

v k < c. Consequencly, a curved waveguide section acts like a slow-wave

structure similar to a traveling-wave linac (with broadband termination).

Charged particles traversing the curved waveguide section will induce waves

traveling in synchronism with the beam. The induced wave will continue into

the adjoining straight beam tube and is there dissipated without further

interaction with the beam. The resulting coupling impedance stems from the

local curved section without requiring a resonance of the entire ring.

An estimate of the coupling impedance is obtained from the straight-tube

TMQ1 field solution '*"
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where Che common factor exp j(ut-n0) is suppressed.
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Note that in the straight tube the frequency corresponding to the mode

number is given by

c R J
2
)

and the cut-off frequency corresponds to n-0 (rather than n c o ) . The phase

velocity of the propagating wave in the straight tube is

and approaches the light velocity only for n •* «.

In the curved beam tube the phase velocity is reduced and synchronism

between beam and wave is possible for a finite value of the mode number, nsvn,

which in practice is much larger, than nCQ. The shunt impedance per unit

length follows to be (nsyn » nco)

z> - [. rs b jj Ooi) ( H ] \\
with the surface impedance, taken at » - fie n s v n /R,

r - Z (~ fi n /a 1 R ) 1 / 2

s o 2 syn' o

and with <7 being the wall conductivity.

The total longitudinal coupling impedance of the curved sections (with

bending radius p versus machine Radius R) is then

The as yet unknown node number n s y n» at which the phase velocity equals

the particle velocity, can be obtained by Lewin's perturbation method.* This

exercise has been done by Tepikian10 for a circular beam tube, who obtains a
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result which is not much different from Che result for a curved rectangular

beam Cube

n =0.681 n 3/>2/0
syn co

The coupling impedance derived here is a non- resonant broadband

resistive impedance peak, the width of which is determined by the phase slip

between particle and traveling wave. The expression obtained represents an

upper limit since in real machines curved sections in the dipoles are

separated from each other by short straight sections for the quadrupoles,

which will destroy the synchronism between beam and wave and reduce the

effective Z/n. Note also that the phase velocity is sensitive to the radial

beam position further reducing the affective Z/n. Without these reductions,

the coupling impedance estimate would be worrisome and a more accurate

estimate along the lines indicated would be indicated. However, according to

this authors estimates for RHIC, the high-frequency Z/n due to the curvature

effect will not exceed one ohm.
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